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In this document, we first apply the typical techniques using Bellman operator
to show various properties of the firm’s surplus function. Then we collect miscel-
laneous facts about paths of Markov chains that are useful to prove the long-run
properties of the firm.

1. Bellman Operator

In this section, wewill define the Bellman operator corresponding tomaximizing the
firm’s surplus and show that the resulting value function satisfies various properties.
Let C.V � S/ be the space of continuous functions on the domain V � S and let
F WD fP 2 C.V � S/ W 0 � P.v; s/ � NQ.s/g be endowed with the ‘sup’ metric,
where NQ.b/ and NQ.g/ are the first best surplus specified in Section 4 of the text.
It is easy to see that F so defined is a complete metric space. Define the Bellman
operator T W F! Fas:

.TP /.v; s/ D max
k;mi ;wi

�
� k C psŒR.k/C ıP.wg ; g/�C .1 � ps/ıP.wb; b/

�
[P1]

where wi 2 V and .k;mi ;wi/ satisfies:

vb D �mb C ı E
bŒwb�[PKb]

vg D R.k/ �mg C ı E
g Œwg �[PKg]

vg � R.k/ �mb C ı E
g Œwb�[IC]

mg � R.k/; mb � 0[LL]

Using [PKb] and [PKg], we can rewrite [IC] as:

[IC*] vg � vb � R.k/C ı�.wbg � wbb/
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It is standard to show that T W F! F is well defined. In what follows, we shall
show that T maps certain subsets of F to themselves. We begin by showing that
T maps concave functions to concave functions. To proceed, let F1 WD fP 2 F W

P.�; s/ is concave for all s 2 Sg.

Lemma 1.1. If P 2 F1, then TP 2 F1.

Proof. Let P 2 F1. For any k � 0, let R.k/ D r , so that c.r/ D k, where c.r/ WD
R�1.r/. Because R is increasing, c is well defined. The concavity of R implies that
c is convex. Thus, we can let the choice variables be .r;mi ;wi/, so that the objective
becomes

.TP /.v; s/ D max
r;mi ;wi

�
� c.r/C psŒr C ıP.wg ; g/�C .1 � ps/ıP.wb; b/

�
s.t. .r;mi ;wi/ 2 � .v; s/

It is easy to see that with this transformation, � .v; s/ is the intersection of finitely
many affine sets, and so is convex.Moreover, the objective,�c.r/CpsŒrCıP.wg ; g/�C

.1 � ps/ıP.wb; b/ is concave in .r;wi/. Standard arguments now imply TP.v; s/ 2
F1.

We show in the following result that the firm becomes unconstrained (firm
surpluses reach first best) on the sets E 0s where

E 0b WD

(
v � Nvb W vg � vb �

R. Nkb/

.1 � ı�/

)
E 0g WD

(
v � Nvg W vg � vb � R. Nkg/C ı�max

"
ı Nvbg � vb

ı.1 � pb/
;
R. Nkb/

1 � ı�

#)
The vectors Nvb and Nvg are explicitly expressed by the parameters pb; pg ; ı in Section
5.2 of the Appendix. In particular, we can verify that Nvs 2 E 0s and

Nvsb D ı E
bŒ Nvb�[1.1]

Nvsg � ı E
g Œ Nvg �[1.2]

Given these properties, we now show that T maps the space of functions that achieve
NQ.s/ on the sets E 0s to itself. Let F2 WD fP 2 F W P.v; s/ D NQ.s/ for all v 2 E 0s; s 2
Sg.

Lemma 1.2. If P 2 F2, then TP 2 F2.1

(1) As is clear from Proposition 4.1 in the text, E 0s D Es and is therefore the largest set with this
property.
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Proof. Suppose P 2 F2. We will show that for any v 2 E 0s, there exists a policy
such that TP.v; s/ D NQ.s/.

Let us first consider the case where v 2 E 0
b
, so that s D b. For such a v, consider

the policy
� k D Nkb, wg D Nvg
� wbg D Nvbg , wbb D Nvbg �minfvg � vb; Nvbg � Nvbbg
� mg D R. Nkb/C ı E

g Œ Nvg � � vg
� mb D ı E

bŒwb� � vb

We shall first show this policy satisfies all the constraints in [P1]. The constraints
[PKb] and [PKg] follow from the definitions of mb and mg . Because v 2 E 0

b
, we have

vg � vb � R. Nkb/C ı�.vg � vb/

� R. Nkb/C ı�minfvg � vb; Nvbg � Nvbbg
D R. Nkb/C ı�.wbg � wbb/

The first line is from the definition of E 0
b
while the second is just arithmetic. So the

constructed policy satisfies [IC*]. By the definition of wbb, we either have wbb D Nvbb
or wbb D vb � .vg � Nvbg/ � vb; the definition of wbb also implies that in this latter
case, wbb D vb � .vg � Nvbg/ � vb � . Nvbg � Nvbb/ D Nvbb.

In sum, we obtain Nvbb � wbb � vb, so from [1.1] it follows that

vb � wbb � ıŒpb Nvbg C .1 � pb/wbb�

D ı EbŒwb�

which means the constructed transfer mb � 0, ie, [LL] for b is satisfied. Moreover,
the constructed transfer mg satisfies

mg � R. Nkb/C ı E
g Œ Nvg � � Nvbg � R. Nkb/

The first inequality is from Nvbg � vg , and the second is by [1.2]. Moreover, mg �
R. Nkb/ implies [LL] for g is satisfied.

By definition, we have wbg � wbb D minfvg � vb; Nvbg � Nvbbg � R. Nkb/

1�ı�
, where

the inequality is because v; Nvb 2 E 0b. Therefore, our choice of wb 2 E
0
b
, which in

conjunction with the assumption that P 2 F2 implies P.wb; b/ D P. Nvb; b/.
As all the constraints of [P1] are satisfied, we have

NQ.b/ � TP.v; b/
� � Nkb C pbŒR. Nkb/C ıP. Nvg ; g/�C .1 � pb/ıP.wb; b/

D NQ.b/

where we have used the definition of NQ, and the facts that Nvg 2 E 0g , P 2 F2, and
P.wb; b/ D P. Nvb; b/ to obtain the last equality. Therefore TP.v; b/ 2 F2.
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Now consider the case where v 2 E 0g and s D g. For such a v, consider the
policy
� k D Nkg , wg D Nvg
� wbg D Nvbg , wbb D Nvbg �max

h
ı Nvbg�vb

ı.1�pb/
; R.

Nkb/

1�ı�

i
� mg D R. Nkg/C ı E

g Œ Nvg � � vg
� mb D ı E

bŒwb� � vb

The constraints [PKb]; [PKg] are satisfied by construction. Because v 2 E 0g , we find

vg � vb � R. Nkg/C ı�max
"
ı Nvbg � vb

ı.1 � pb/
;
R. Nkb/

1 � ı�

#
D R. Nkg/C ı�.wbg � wbb/

which means [IC*] is satisfied. The constructed transfer mg satisfies:

mg � R. Nkg/C ı E
g Œ Nvg � � Nvgg � R. Nkg/

where the first inequality is because Nvgg � vg , and the second follows from [1.2]. So
[LL] for g is satisfied. The constructed transfer mb satisfies

mb D ı E
bŒwb� � vb

D ı Nvbg � ı.1 � pb/max
"
ı Nvbg � vb

ı.1 � pb/
;
R. Nkb/

1 � ı�

#
� vb

� 0

so that [LL] for b is satisfied. Therefore, all the constraints of [P1] are satisfied, and
the policy is feasible.

Notice also that

wbb � Nvbg �max
"
ı Nvbg � Nvbb

ı.1 � pb/
;
R. Nkb/

1 � ı�

#
� Nvbg � . Nvbg � Nvbb/ D Nvbb

The first line is from Nvbb � vb, while the second line follows because ı Nvbg�Nvbb

ı.1�pb/
D

Nvbg� Nvbb (by [1.1]) and R. Nkb/

1�ı�
� Nvbg� Nvbb (from the definition ofE 0g). By construction,

wbg �wbb �
R. Nkb/

1�ı�
, so it follows that wb 2 E

0
b
. The assumption P 2 F2 then implies

P.wb; b/ D P. Nvb; b/. Putting this all together, we obtain

NQ.g/ � TP.v; g/
� � Nkg C pg ŒR. Nkg/C ıP. Nvg ; g/�C .1 � pg/ıP.wb; b/

D NQ.g/

where we have used the definition of NQ.g/ and the facts that Nvs 2 E 0s, P 2 F2, and
P.ws; s/ D P. Nvs; s/ for s D b; g. Therefore TP.v; g/ 2 F2, as desired.
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We now show that T preserves functions that are locally decreasing in vb at
.v; v/ for v > 0. More precisely, let

F3 D fP.v; s/ 2 F W P..v; v/; s/ is local minimum of P..vb; v/; s/8v > 0g

Lemma 1.3. If P.v; s/ 2 F3, then TP.v; s/ 2 F3.

Proof. Suppose P.v; s/ 2 F3 and pick any v > 0. Let .k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ be the
optimal policy at ..v; v/; s/. From [IC*], we must have k D 0 and wbg D wbb. From
[PKb], we then obtain wbg D wbb D .v C mb/=ı. Let v0 D v � 1�pb

1�pg
R."/ for any

arbitrary small " > 0, and k0 D R."/; w0
bb
D wbb �

R."/

ı.1�pg/
.

It is easy to verify that .k0; mb; mg ; .w0bb; wbg/;wg/ 2 � ..v
0; v/; s/, ie, it is a

feasibly policy, so that we have

TP..v0; v/; s/ � TP..v; v/; s/

� �"C psR."/C .1 � ps/ı
�
P
�
.w0bb; wbg/; b

�
� P..wbb; wbg/; b/

�
� 0

The last inequality is implied by the fact thatP 2 F3 and the assumption thatR0.0/ D
1, which implies psR."/ > " for " > 0 sufficiently small. (In particular, all we
require is that " be such that psR."/ � "/, which defines a large interval containing
the efficient levels of investment in both states.) This implies that TP..vb; v/; s/ is
locally minimised at vb D v, ie, TP.v; s/ 2 F3.

We now show that T preserves functions that generate higher valuewhen s D g
than when s D b. In particular, let F4 WD fP.v; s/ 2 F W P.v; g/ � P.v; b/g.

Lemma 1.4. If P.v; s/ 2 F4, then TP.v; s/ 2 F4.

Proof. SupposeP.v; s/ 2 F4. Let .k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ be the optimal policy at .v; b/.
By [IC], we know

vg � R.k/ �mb C ı E
g Œwb� � ı E

g Œwb�

The second inequality is from [LL] which requiresmb � 0. Letm0g D ı E
g Œwb��vgC

R.k/ which implies m0g � R.k/. Thus, the policy .k;mb; m0g ;wb;wb/ satisfies [PKg]
and [LL] for g. As other constraints do not change, we know that .k;mb; m0g ;wb;wb/ 2

� .v; b/, which implies

TP.v; b/ D �k C pbR.k/C ıpbŒP.wg ; g/ � P.wb; b/�C ıP.wb; b/

� �k C pbR.k/C ıpbŒP.wb; g/ � P.wb; b/�C ıP.wb; b/[1.3]
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where the inequality reflects the choice of a (possibly) suboptimal policy. From [1.3]
we then get

[1.4] P.wg ; g/ � P.wb; b/ � P.wb; g/ � P.wb; b/ � 0

where the second inequality follows from the assumption that P 2 F4. Moreover,
because .k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ 2 � .v; g/, we find

TP.v; g/ � �k C pgR.k/C ıpg ŒP.wg ; g/ � P.wb; b/�C ıP.wb; b/

� �k C pbR.k/C ıpbŒP.wg ; g/ � P.wb; b/�C ıP.wb; b/

D TP.v; b/

where the second line holds because P.wg ; g/� P.wb; b/ � 0 and R.k/ � 0. Thus,
TP.v; s/ 2 F4 as claimed.

Lemma 1.5. Let F5 D fP.v; s/ 2 F W P.v C ."; "/; s/ � P.v; s/;8" > 0g. Then
TP.v; s/ 2 F5. Moreover, P.v; s/ 2 F5 implies there exists a policy withmb.v; s/ D
0 that is optimal in [P1].

Proof. Let .k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ be the optimal policy at state .v; s/. Since .k;mb �
";mg � ";wb;wg/ 2 � .v C ."; "/; s/ and mb; mg do not appear in the objective of
[P1], we know TP.vC ."; "/; s/ � TP.v; s/. (Notice that the proof does not require
P 2 F5. It only requires that P 2 F, which ensures the existence of a maximiser.)

To prove the second claim, let us suppose mb < 0, and consider the policy
.k0; m0

b
; m0g ;w0b;w0g/ D .k; 0;mg ;wb� .mb; mb/=ı;wg/. It is easy to see that the new

policy .k0; m0
b
; m0g ;w0b;w0g/ 2 � .v; s/. SinceP 2 F5, we knowP.w0b; b/ � P.wb; b/.

Hence the new policy .k0; m0
b
; m0g ;w0b;w0g/ at least weakly increases the objective

of [P1]. Thus, there exists a policy with mb D 0 that is optimal, completing the
proof.

Because the optimal contract lies in the interior of the feasible set (in an ap-
propriate sense), the continuous differentiability of TP and P follows from standard
results as, for instance, in Stokey, Lucas and Prescott (1989). To establish further
properties of the value function, we will consider the optimality conditions for the
problem [P1].

In what follows, O�b.v; s/ and O�g.v; s/ are the Lagrangemultipliers for the prom-
ise keeping constraints [PKb] and [PKg] in [P1], Ǫ .v; s/ is the Lagrange multiplier for
the incentive constraint [IC], and O�b.v; s/ and O�g.v; s/ are the Lagrange multipliers
for the limited liability constraints [LL] respectively. The first order conditions for
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[P1] are

R0.k.v; s// D 1=Œps � O�g.v; s/C O�g.v; s/�[BFOCk]
.1 � ps/Pb.wb.v; s/; b/ D O�b.v; s/.1 � pb/C Ǫ .v; s/.1 � pg/[BFOCwbb]
.1 � ps/Pg.wb.v; s/; b/ D O�b.v; s/pb C Ǫ .v; s/pg[BFOCwbg]

psPb.wg.v; s/; g/ D O�g.v; s/.1 � pg/ � Ǫ .v; s/.1 � pg/[BFOCwgb]
psPg.wg.v; s/; g/ D O�g.v; s/pg � Ǫ .v; s/pg[BFOCwgg]

The envelope conditions for [P1] are:

.TP /b.v; s/ D O�b.v; s/[BEnvb]
.TP /g.v; s/ D O�g.v; s/[BEnvg]

The following lemma establishes some properties of the Lagrange multipliers.
Writing down the Lagrangean is straightforward and is hence omitted.

Lemma 1.6. For any .v; s/ 2 V � S , the Lagrange multipliers in [P1] satisfy the
following:
(a) The coefficient of mb in the Lagrangian is O�b.v; s/C Ǫ .v; s/ � O�b.v; s/ � 0.
(b) The complementary slackness condition mb.v; s/Œ O�b.v; s/ C Ǫ .v; s/ � O�b.v; s/�
D 0.

(c) The coefficient of mg in the Lagrangian is O�g.v; s/ � Ǫ .v; s/ � O�g.v; s/ D 0.

Proof. To see parts (a) and (b), notice first thatmb; mg only appear in the Lagrangian
for [P1] in a linear way. The termmultiplyingmb in the Lagrangian of [P1] is O�bC Ǫ�
O�b. This termmust be nonnegative. Otherwise, at s D b, maximizing the Lagrangian
means that the optimal transfer ismb D �1, sincemb is unbounded below. But this
simplymeans the Lagrangian is unbounded abovewhich is a contradiction sinceP is
bounded above by NQ. Moreover, if O�bC Ǫ � O�b > 0 then maximizing the Lagrangian
impliesmb D 0, becausemb � 0 by [LL]. Hencewe always havemb. O�bC Ǫ� O�b/ D 0.
These observations establish parts (a) and (b).

Now we show that part (c) holds. As mg is unbounded below, using the obser-
vations in the paragraph above, we find that O�g� Ǫ � O�g � 0. Let .k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/

be the optimal policy at any .v; s/. For any " > 0, consider another policy:

.k0; m0b; m
0
g ;w0b;w0g/ D

�
R�1.R.k/C "/;mb; mg ;wb;wg C

"

ı
.1; 1/

�
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By definition,

.TP /g.v; s/ D lim
"!0

1

"
ŒTP..vb; vg C "/; s/ � TP..vb; vg/; s/�

� lim
"!0

1

"

˚
psR.k

0/ � k0 � psR.k/C k C psı
�
P
�
w0g ; g

�
� P.wg ; g/

�	
D ps �

1

R0.k/
C psŒPb.wg ; g/C Pg.wg ; g/�

D ps �
1

R0.k/
C O�g.v; s/ � Ǫ .v; s/[1.5]

The inequality in the second line is because .k0; m0
b
; m0g ;w0b;w0g/ 2 � ..vb; vg C

"/; s/. The equality in the third line is L’Hôspital’s rule for the second term, while
the third term is the directional derivative of P.wg ; g/ in the direction .1; 1/. The
last equality on the fourth line is obtained by adding [BFOCwgb] and [BFOCwgg].
Moreover,[BFOCk], [BEnvg], and [1.5] together imply O�g.v; s/� Ǫ .v; s/� O�g.v; s/ � 0.
In conjunction with our earlier observation that O�g � Ǫ � O�g � 0, this proves part
(c).

Note that we can simplify [BFOCk] by using part (c) of Lemma 1.6 as,

[BFOCk�] R0.k.v; s// D 1=Œps � Ǫ .v; s/�

Let us say that a function f W .0; 1/ ! R is locally increasing if for any
x 2 .0; 1/, there exists " > 0 such that f is increasing on Œx; xC"�. (Here, increasing
is taken to mean non-decreasing.) The following is a useful lemma that shows that
continuous locally increasing functions on an interval are increasing.

Lemma 1.7. Let f W .0; 1/ ! R be continuous and locally increasing. Then, f is
increasing, ie, for all x; y 2 .0; 1/, x � y implies f .x/ � f .y/.

Proof. Let x; y 2 .0; 1/ such that x < y. We want to show that f .x/ � f .y/.
Because f is continuous, f achieves a maximum,M , on Œx; y�. Moreover, because
f is continuous, the set Z WD f´ 2 Œx; y� W f .´/ D M g is closed. Let ´� be the
supremum of Z, which is in Z because Z is closed. If ´� D y, we are done, because
f .x/ � M . If, however, ´� < y, then by the hypothesis that f is locally increasing,
there exists " > 0 (which depends on ´�) such that f is increasing on Œ´�; ´�C "� �
Œx; y�. This implies f .´�C"/ DM , becauseM is the maximum value of f on Œx; y�,
which contradicts the definition of ´�, namely that ´� is the supremum of the set Z
and that ´� < y.

The following lemma establishes that there exist optimal solutions to problem
[P1] where the choice of wg at .v; s/ is independent of vb.
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Lemma 1.8. Take any P 2 F. In problem [P1], any wg that is optimal at .v; s/ with
v 2 Œ.0; v/; .v; v/� is also optimal at .v0; s/ with any other v0 2 Œ.0; v/; .v; v/� for all
v � 0.2 In this sense, every optimal solution wg.v; s/ is independent of vb and s.

Proof. To proceed with the proof, consider the following auxiliary problem

max
xg�xb�0

ıP.x; g/ s.t. y � ı EsŒx�[P2]

Because P is continuous, and because the set of feasible x in problem [P2] is com-
pact, it follows that there exists an optimal solution, that we denote by x�.y; s/.

Fix any .v; s/ 2 V �S . Let .k�; m�i ;w�i / be a solution to [P1] at .v; s/. Also, let
x� be a solution to [P2] at .vg ; s/. We will show the following statements:
(a) w�g is a solution to [P2] at .vg ; s/.
(b) There exists mg such that the policy .k�; m�

b
; mg ;w�b ; x�/ is a solution to [P1] at

.v; s/.
This will prove the lemma because every solution to [P2] is independent of vb. So
any .k�; m�i ;w�i / which is a solution to [P1] features that w�g is independent of vb.

First, [PKg] requires vg D R.k�/ � m�g C ı E
sŒw�g � while the limited liability

constraint [LL] stipulates that R.k�/ � m�g . These two facts combine to give us
vg � ı E

sŒw�g �, which implies w�g is feasible in the auxiliary problem [P2] at .vg ; s/.
Optimality of x� at .vg ; s/ in [P2] implies that P.x�; g/ � P.w�g ; g/.

Next, letmg WD R.k�/Cı EsŒx���vg . Notice that the constraint of [P2] implies
that mg � R.k�/. So the policy .k;mb; m0g ;wb;w0g/ 2 � .v; s/, ie, it is feasible in
problem [P1] at .v; s/. But this feasible strategy cannot exhibit a higher value in
problem [P1] than the optimal strategy .k�; m�i ;w�i /, which implies that P.w�g ; g/ �
P.x�; g/.

This establishes that P.w�g ; g/ D P.x�; g/. Because w�g is feasible in problem
[P2] at .vg ; s/, w�g has to be an optimal solution to [P2], thereby establishing (a).
Moreover, P.w�g ; g/ D P.x�; g/ also implies that .k�; m�

b
; mg ;w�b ; x�/ 2 � .v; s/ is a

solution to [P1] at .v; s/, which establishes (b). This concludes the proof.

We now establish that the operator T preserves supermodularity in v for all s.
Let F6 D fP.v; s/ 2 F1 \F5 W P.v; s/ is supermodularg.

Lemma 1.9. If P.v; s/ 2 F5, then the policies wb.v; s/ and k.v; s/ satisfy

wbb.v; s/ �
pbR.k.v; s//C pgvb � pbvg

ı�
[1.6]

wbg.v; s/ �
1 � pb

ı�

�
vg �

1 � pg

1 � pb
vb �R.k.v; s//

�
[1.7]

both of which are equalities if and only if [IC] holds as equality.
(2) Here, Œx;y� denotes the closed interval connecting the vectors x and y , ie, Œx;y� WD ftxC .1 �

t /y W t 2 Œ0; 1�g.
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Proof. Take any P.v; s/ 2 F6. Let .k;wi ; mi/ be an optimal solution at .v; s/. By
Lemma 1.5, mb D 0 is optimal. Then [PKb] becomes

[1.8] vb D ı E
bŒwb�

Using [1.8] and [IC], we obtain the two inequalities [1.6] and [1.7]. If [IC] holds as
equality, then we have two equalities containing wbb; wbg . Solving wbb; wbg from
[IC*] and [1.8] leads to [1.6] [1.7] both being equalities. If both [1.6] and [1.7] hold
as equalities, then we can use them together with [1.8] to derive vg � vb D R.k/C

ı�.wbg � wbb/. So [IC] holds as equality.

Lemma 1.10. If P.v; s/ 2 F6, then k.v; s/ decreases in vb and increases in vg .

Proof. Note that by [BFOCk�] it is equivalent to show that Ǫ .v; s/ increases in vb and
decreases in vg . Take some sufficient small " > 0 and define v0 D vC."; 0/. We show
in the following that Ǫ .v0; s/ � Ǫ .v; s/. Then by Lemma 1.7, Ǫ .v; s/ is increasing in
vb,

A trivial case is Ǫ .v; s/ D 0. Then the result simply follows because the Lag-
range multiplier Ǫ .v0; s/ � 0. So now suppose that Ǫ .v; s/ > 0 and Ǫ .v0; s/ < Ǫ .v; s/.
These assumptions imply that [IC] holds as equality at .v; s/ by complementary
slackness and that k.v0; s/ > k.v; s/ by [BFOCk�].

Applying [1.6] in Lemma 1.9 at both .v; s/ and .v0; s/, we obtain

wbb.v0; s/ �
pbR.k.v0; s//C pgv0b � pbvg

ı�

>
pbR.k.v; s//C pgvb � pbvg

ı�
D wbb.v; s/

The strict inequality is because k.v0; s/ > k.v; s/ and v0
b
> vb, while the equality

is because [IC] holds as an equality at .v; s/. Similarly, applying [1.7] at .v; s/ and
.v0; s/ we obtain

wbg.v0; s/ �
1 � pb

ı�

�
vg �

1 � pg

1 � pb
v0b �R.k.v0; s//

�
<
1 � pb

ı�

�
vg �

1 � pg

1 � pb
vb �R.k.v; s//

�
D wbg.v; s/

Once again, the strict inequality is because k.v0; s/ > k.v; s/ and v0
b
> vb, while the

equality is because [IC] holds as equality at .v; s/.
Because Pg.v; s/ is increasing vb (recall that P 2 F6) and because Pg is de-

creasing in vg (recall that byP 2 F6 � F1 is concave in v), we havePg.wb.v0; s/; b/ �
Pg.wb.v; s/; b/. This implies

�b.v0; s/ D .1 � ps/Pg.wb.v0; s/; b/ � pg Ǫ .v0; s/
> .1 � ps/Pg.wb.v; s/; b/ � pg Ǫ .v; s/
D �b.v; s/

10



where the first and last equalities obtain from [BFOCwbg], while the strict inequality
follows because, as noted above, P 2 F6 and because Ǫ .v0; s/ < Ǫ .v; s/ (by as-
sumption). The envelope condition [BEnvb] now implies .TP /b.v0; s/ > .TP /b.v; s/.
However, from Lemma 1.1, TP.v; s/ 2 F1 and therefore concave in v, which re-
quires that .TP /b.v0; s/ � .TP /b.v; s/, a contradiction. Hence Ǫ .v0; s/ � Ǫ .v; s/.

Since we can use the same procedure in the above argument to show ˛.v; s/
decreases in vg , we do not repeat.

Lemma 1.11. If P.v; s/ 2 F6, then TP.v; s/ 2 F6.

Proof. Note that the supermodularity of TP.v; s/ is equivalent to TPg.v; s/ being
increasing in vb. Let " > 0 be sufficient small and define v0 D vC ."; 0/.

By Lemma [1.8], the left hand side of [BFOCwgg] is constant on Œv; v0�, which
implies �g� Ǫ is constant on this interval. Having established that Ǫ .v0; s/ � Ǫ .v; s/ in
Lemma 1.10, this implies O�g.v0; s/ � O�g.v; s/, which further implies .TP /g.v0; s/ �
.TP /g.v; s/ by [BEnvg]. So .TP /g.v; s/ is locally increasing in vb. By Lemma 1.7,
.TP /g.v; s/ is therefore increasing in vb, and so TP.v; s/ 2 F6.

Theorem 1. The unique fixed point of T , which we callQ, lies in
6T
iD1

Fi . Therefore,

Q satisfies the following:
(a) Q.v; s/ is concave in v,
(b) Q.v; s/ D NQ.s/ for any v 2 E 0s,
(c) Q.v; s/ is decreasing in vb at ..v; v/; s/ for any v > 0,
(d) Q.v; g/ � Q.v; b/,
(e) Q.vC ."; "/; s/ � Q.v; s/,
(f) the optimal investment k.v; s/ decreases in vb and increases in vg , and
(g) Qg.v; s/ is supermodular.

Proof. It is easy to see that T is monotone (whereby P1 � P2 implies TP1 � TP2)
and satisfies discounting (wherein T .P Ca/ D TP C ıa), which implies T is a con-
traction mapping onFand hence has a unique fixed point inF. We have established

(in Lemmas 1.1 through 1.11) that if P 2
6T
iD1

Fi , then TP 2
6T
iD1

Fi . This implies the

unique fixed point of T also lies in
6T
iD1

Fi .

2. Strict Concavity of the Surplus Function

In this section we show that Q.v; s/ is strictly concave on the set H . It suffices to
restrict attention to the setH because the optimal contract always initiates and stays

11



in the set H until the firm becomes unconstrained as shown in Proposition 2 of the
text.

Let ht be a period t public history, as described in Section 3. Let kt.ht�1I v; s/
be the optimal investment induced by the optimal contract in period t when the op-
timal contract begins at state .v; s/ and has history ht�1. Similarly, let wt

i .h
t�1I v; s/

be the optimal contingent utilities generated from policy functions starting at state
.v; s/ after history ht�1. The following is a variant of Lemma 11.3.1 in Mailath and
Samuelson (2006).

Lemma 2.1. For . Qv; s/; . Ov; s/ 2 V � S with Qv ¤ Ov, and � 2 .0; 1/, if kt.ht�1I Ov; s/ ¤
kt.ht�1I Qv; s/ for some history ht�1, then Q.� Ov C .1 � �/ Qv; s/ > �Q. Ov; s/ C .1 �
�/Q. Qv; s/.

Proof. Let us change the control variable k in the original programming [VF] by
letting r D R.k/, so that C.r/ WD R�1.r/ D k. Then C.�/ is strictly convex and all
the constraints are linear in r . Define the average policies as

Nkt.ht�1/ D �kt.ht�1I Ov; s/C .1 � �/kt.ht�1I Qv; s/
Nwt
i .h

t�1/ D �wt
i .h

t�1
I Ov; s/C .1 � �/wt

i .h
t�1
I Qv; s/

To ease notation, let Or t.ht�1/ D r t.ht�1I Ov; s/, Qr t.ht�1/ D r t.ht�1I Qv; s/, Owt
i .h

t�1/ D

wt
i .h

t�1I Ov; s/, and Qwt
i .h

t�1/ D wt
i .h

t�1I Qv; s/. Now, consider the payoffs obtained
from following the optimal contract for T periods, and then obtaining the value con-
tained in the value function when starting from states . Ov; s/ and . Qv; s/ respectively.

Q. Ov; s/ D
TX
tD0

ıtE0Œ�C. Or
t.ht�1//C pst�1 Or t.ht�1/�

C ıTC1E0ŒpsT�1Q. OwT
g .h

T�1/; g/C .1 � psT�1/Q. OwT
b .h

T�1/; b/�

Q. Qv; s/ D
TX
tD0

ıtE0Œ�C. Qr
t.ht�1//C pst�1 Qr t.ht�1/�

C ıTC1E0ŒpsT�1Q. QwT
g .h

T�1/; g/C .1 � psT�1/Q. QwT
b .h

T�1/; b/�

12



Averaging for large enough T , we obtain

�Q. Ov; s/C .1 � �/Q. Qv; s/

D

TX
tD0

ıtE0Œ��C. Or
t.ht�1// � .1 � �/C. Qr t.ht�1//C pst�1 Nr t.ht�1/�

C �ıTC1E0ŒpsT�1Q. OwT
g .h

T�1/; g/C .1 � psT�1/Q. OwT
b .h

T�1/; b/�

C .1 � �/ıTC1E0ŒpsT�1Q. QwT
g .h

T�1/; g/C .1 � psT�1/Q. QwT
b .h

T�1/; b/�

<

TX
tD0

ıtE0Œ�C. Nr
t.ht�1//C pst�1 Nr t.ht�1/�

C ıTC1E0ŒpsT�1Q. NwT
g .h

T�1/; g/C .1 � psT�1/Q. NwT
b .h

T�1/; b/�

� Q.� OvC .1 � �/ Qv; s/

The strict equality follows from the facts that Or t.ht�1/ ¤ Qr t.ht�1/ for some his-
tory ht�1 and that the residual term is close to zero after a large enough T . The
weak equality follows from the fact that the average plan . Nr t ; Nwt

i /
T
tD0 satisfies the

constraints of the Bellman equation at every step of the iteration starting from state
.� OvC .1 � �/ Qv; s/.

Corollary 2.2. If . Qv; s/; . Ov; s/ 2 V � S are such that Q. Qv; s/ ¤ Q. Ov; s/, then Q is
strictly concave on Œ. Ov; s/; . Qv; s/�, the line segment joining . Ov; s/ and . Qv; s/.

Proof. Because Q. Qv; s/ ¤ Q. Ov; s/, we know there must exist a history ht�1 such
that kt.ht�1I Ov; s/ ¤ kt.ht�1I Qv; s/. The result now follows immediately from Lemma
2.1, because otherwise, the firm’s surplus will be the same starting at both . Qv; s/ and
. Ov; s/.

Lemma 2.3. For any .v; s/ 2 H , Q.v; s/ is strictly concave in both vb and vg .

Proof. Take any . Qv; s/; . Ov; s/ 2 H with Qvg < Ovg and Qvb D Ovb. Then Q. Ov; s/ >
Q. Qv; s/, because Qg.�; s/ > 0 and Q is concave. The result follows immediately
from Corollary 2.2. The same argument shows Q.v; s/ is strictly concave in vb for
.v; s/ 2 H .

Lemma 2.4. For any .v; s/ 2 H and vg � Nyg , investment k.v; s/ decreases in vb,
and strictly increases in vg .

Proof. Take any .v; s/ 2 H and vg � Nyg . The left hand side of [FOCwgg] is zero, be-
cause wg.v; s/ 2 Eg by Lemma C.2 of the Appendix. Moreover, �g.v; s/ D Qg.v; s/
increases in vb, and strictly decreases in vg . The former is by the supermodularity
of Q and the latter is by Lemma 2.3. Then we can see from [FOCwgg] that ˛.v; s/
increases in vb, and strictly decreases in vg . From [FOCk], k.v; s/ decreases in vb,
and strictly increases in vg .
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Proposition 2.5. For . Qv; s/; . Ov; s/ 2 H with Qv ¤ Ov and � 2 .0; 1/, Q.� Ov C .1 �
�/ Qv; s/ > �Q. Ov; s/C .1 � �/Q. Qv; s/.

Proof. Take any . Qv; s/; . Ov; s/ 2 H with Qv ¤ Ov. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that
kt.ht�1I Ov; s/ ¤ kt.ht�1I . Qv; s// for some history ht�1. Suppose not. The firm surplus
and investment must be the same after any history starting at the two initial states
. Qv; s/ and . Ov; s/. This means we must have either Qvb > Ovb and Qvg < Ovg , or Qvb < Ovb
and Qvg > Ovg . Otherwise, Q. Ov; s/ ¤ Q. Qv; s/, because Qb.�; s/;Qg.�; s/ > 0 on H .
Without loss of generality, we assume Qvb > Ovb; Qvg < Ovg . At history h0 D fs; gg, we
knowQ. Ow0

g.h
0/; g/ D Q. Qw0

g.h
0/; g/, which implies 	. Ovg ; g/ D 	. Qvg ; g/ in Lemma

C.2 of the Appendix. If Qvg < Nyg , then Lemma C.1 of the Appendix implies that
we must have Ovg D Qvg , since 	.y; g/ is increasing overall and strictly increasing
in y 2 Œ0; ıŒpg Nvgg C .1 � pg/ Nvgb�/, a contradiction. If Qvg � Nyg , then k. Ov; s/ >
k.. Ovb; Qvg/; s/ � k. Qv; s/ by Lemma 2.4. This forms a contradiction.

3. Other Properties of the Surplus Function

Lemma 3.1. For any v � 0 and s 2 S , firm surplus function satisfies Q.0; s/ D 0,
Qg..v; v/; s/ D1, and Qb..0; v/; s/ D1.

Proof. Because the only feasible policy at state .0; s/ is

.k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ D .0; 0; 0; 0; 0/

we must have Q.0; s/ D 0.
We first show that Qg.0; s/ D 1, and D.1;1/Q.0; s/ D 1. Then we use these

two facts to show Qb..0; v/; s/ D1. Note that

Qg.0; s/ D lim
"!0

Q..0; "/; g/

"

� lim
"!0

1

"

�
�R�1."/C ps"C ıpsQ

�
.0;

"

ıpg
/; g

��
D ps C

ps

pg
Qg.0; g/[3.1]

The inequality is because

.k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ D

�
R�1."/; 0; "; 0;

�
0;

"

ıpg

��
2 � ..0; "/; s/

Because pg > 0, we must have Qg.0; g/ D 1 for [3.1] to hold when s D g. Then
Qg.0; b/D1 is implied by [3.1] when s D b.
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Next,

D.1;1/Q.0; s/ D lim
"!0

D.1;1/Q.."; "/; s/
"

� lim
"!0

ı

"

�
psQ

�
.0;

"

ıpg
/; g

�
C .1 � ps/Q

�
.
"

ı
;
"

ı
/; b
��

D
ps

pg
Qg.0; g/C .1 � ps/D.1;1/Q.0; b/[3.2]

The inequality is because

.k;mb; mg ;wb;wg/ D

�
0; 0; 0;

�"
ı
;
"

ı

�
;

�
0;

"

ıpg

��
2 � .."; "/; b/

BecauseQg.0; g/ D1, evaluating D.1;1/Q.0; b/ using [3.2] implies D.1;1/Q.0; b/ D
1. Then evaluating D.1;1/Q.0; g/ using [3.2] implies D.1;1/Q.0; g/ D1.

Next, let .k; 0;mg ; 0;wg/ be the optimal policy at ..0; v/; s/ for any v > 0. The
optimal mb D wbi D 0 is implied by [PKb] at vb D 0. Then we have�

k; 0;mg ;
�"
ı
;
"

ı

�
;wg

�
2 � .."; v/; s/

which implies

Qb..0; v/; s/ D lim
"!0

Q.."; v/; s/ �Q..0; v/; s/

"

� lim
"!0

.1 � ps/ı

"

h
Q
��"
ı
;
"

ı

�
; b
�
�Q.0; b/

i
D .1 � ps/D.1;1/Q.0; b/ D1

Next, let’s defineQb..v; v/; s/ as the left derivative since only vg � vb is feas-
ible. For arbitrary small " > 0 and v0 D v � 1�pb

1�pg
R."/, we get

Q..v0; v/; b/ �Q..v; v/; b/

� � "C pbR."/C .1 � pb/ı
�
Q
��
wbg ; w

�
; b
�
�Q..w;w/; b/

�
� 0[3.3]

where w D vCmb

ı
, and wbg D w � R."/

ı.1�pg/
. Divide both sides of [3.3] by 1�pb

1�pg
R."/,

and take the limit as " converges to zero to obtain:

[3.4] �Qb..v; v/; b/ �
pb.1 � pg/

1 � pb
�Qb..w;w/; b/

Because Qb..w;w/; s/ � 0 by Theorem 1 (c), we know �Qb..v; v/; b/ �
pb.1�pg/

1�pb
.

The same argument shows that �Qb..w;w/; b/ �
pb.1�pg/

1�pb
. So �Qb..v; v/; b/ �

2pb.1�pg/

1�pb
by [3.4]. Repeating this procedure, we get the result �Qb..v; v/; b/ �

npb.1�pg/

1�pb
for any n 2 N. Hence, we must have Qb..v; v/; b/ D �1.
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Now let .k;mb; mg ; .w;w/;wg/ be the optimal policy at ..v; v/; s/ for some
v > 0, where w D vCmb

ı
. Also let w0

bb
D w � ", m0

b
D mb � .1 � pb/ı", and

m0g D mg � ". Then we have

.k;m0b; m
0
g ; .w � "; w/;wg/ 2 � ..v; v C "/; s/

So optimality at ..v; v C "/; s/ implies

Qg..v; v/; s/ � lim
"!0

ı.1 � ps/

"
ŒQ ..w � "; w/; b/ �Q..w;w/; b/�

D �ı.1 � ps/Qb..w;w/; b/ D1

Using the first order conditions, we can characterize the evolution of the dir-
ectional derivative martingale D.1;1/Q on any path induced by the optimal contract,
as in the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.2. For the shock pairs ‘good-good’, ‘good-bad’, ‘bad-good’, and ‘bad-
bad’ and for an initial state .v; s/, let the states induced by the optimal contract at
.v; s/ be wi D wi.v; s/, and let the states induced by the optimal contract at .wg ; g/

and .wb; b/ be wg
i D wi.wg ; g/ and wb

i D wi.wb; b/ respectively. Then, the martin-
gale D.1;1/Q evolves according to the following relations

D.1;1/Q.wg
g ; g/ D D.1;1/Q.wg ; g/ �

1

pg
˛.wg ; g/[3.5]

D.1;1/Q.wg

b
; b/ D D.1;1/Q.wg ; g/C

1

1 � pg
˛.wg ; g/[3.6]

D.1;1/Q.wb
g ; g/ D D.1;1/Q.wb; b/ �

.1 � ps/˛.wb; b/ ��˛.v; s/
pb.1 � ps/

[3.7]

D.1;1/Q.wb
b ; b/ D D.1;1/Q.wb; b/C

.1 � ps/˛.wb; b/ ��˛.v; s/
.1 � pb/.1 � ps/

[3.8]

Proof. First, from [Envg] and [FOCwgg], we get:

psŒ�g.wg ; g/ � ˛.wg ; g/� D psQg.wg ; g/ � ps˛.wg ; g/�[3.9]
D pg Œ�g.v; s/ � ˛.v; s/� � ps˛.wg ; g/

Add [FOCwgb] and [FOCwgg] at state .v; s/ to get:

[3.10] ps D.1;1/Q.wg ; g/ D �g.v; s/ � ˛.v; s/

Add [FOCwgb] and [FOCwgg] at state .wg ; g/ to get:

[3.11] pg D.1;1/Q.wg
g ; g/ D �g.wg ; g/ � ˛.wg ; g/
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Then combine [3.9], [3.10], [3.11] and rearrange to get [3.5].
Next, from [Envb] and [FOCwbb], we get

.1 � ps/Œ�b.wb; b/C ˛.wb; b/�[3.12]
D .1 � ps/Qb.wb; b/C .1 � ps/˛.wb; b/

D .1 � pb/Œ�b.v; s/C ˛.v; s/� ��˛.v; s/C .1 � ps/˛.wb; b/

Add [FOCwbb] and [FOCwbg] at state .v; s/ to get

.1 � ps/D.1;1/Q.wb; b/ D �b.v; s/C ˛.v; s/[3.13]

Add [FOCwbb] and [FOCwbg] at state .wb; b/ to get

[3.14] .1 � pb/D.1;1/Q.wb
b ; b/ D �b.wb; b/C ˛.wb; b/

Then combine [3.12],[3.13], [3.14] and rearrange to get [3.8].
Finally, equations [3.5] and [3.6] together imply

[3.15] .1 � pg/D.1;1/Q.wg

b
; b/C pg D.1;1/Q.wg

g ; g/ D D.1;1/Q.wg ; g/

Equations [3.7] and [3.8] together imply

[3.16] .1 � pb/D.1;1/Q.wb
b ; b/C pb D.1;1/Q.wb

g ; g/ D D.1;1/Q.wb; b/

Then we can combine [3.5] [3.15] and rearrange to obtain [3.6]. Similarly, we can
combine [3.8] [3.16] and rearrange to obtain [3.7].

Lemma 3.3. For any v 2 V with vb � Nvsb, Qb.v; s/ � 0.

Proof. Note that by concavity of Q it suffices to show that Qb.. Nvsb; vg/; s/ � 0.
When vg � Nvsg , we know . Nvsb; vg/ 2 Es. Lemma B.4 in the text simply implies
Qb.. Nvsb; vg/; s/ D 0. When vg < Nvsg , by the supermodularity of Q, we know that
Qb.. Nvsb; vg/; s/ � Qb.. Nvsb; Nvsg/; s/ D 0.

Lemma 3.4. Let G WD f.v; s/ 2 V �S W v < Nvsg, and let cl.H/; cl.G/ be the closure
of set H and set G respectively. Then,
(a) H � G;
(b) For any s 2 S , . Nvs; s/ 2 cl.H/;
(c) For any .v; s/ 2 cl.H/, Qg.v; s/CQb.v; s/ D 0 implies v D Nvs.

Proof. (a) Take any .v; s/ 2 H . By definition Qb.v; s/;Qg.v; s/ > 0. So Lemma
3.3 implies vb < Nvsb. Suppose vg � Nvsg . Then

0 � Qg.v; s/ � Qg.. Nvsb; vg/; s/ D 0

The first inequalities is becauseQg is positive. The second inequality is because
of the supermodularity of Q. The last equality is because . Nvsb; vg/ 2 Es which
implies Qg.. Nvsb; vg/; s/ D 0. Hence, Qg.v; s/ D 0, a contradiction.
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(b) Part (a) implies cl.H/ � cl.G/. Suppose . Nvs; s/ … cl.H/ for some s 2 fb; gg.
Then there must exist some " > 0 such that N" \ cl.H/ D ∅ where N" WD
f.v; s/ W Nvs � ."; "/ � v < Nvsg. However, there must exist � > 0 such that
.x; fs.x// 2 N" for any x 2 Œ Nvsb � �; Nvsb/. The function fs.�/ is defined in [B.1]
of the Appendix. The existence of � is because fs.�/ is increasing and satisfies
fs. Nvsb/ D Nvsg by Lemma B.2 of the Appendix. Moreover, by the definition
of Nvsb (see [B.2] of the Appendix), Qb..x; fs.x//; s/ > 0 for all such x. Then
the continuity of Qb.�; s/ imply that there exists some region slightly below the
curve fv W vg D fs.vb/; vb 2 Œ Nvsb � �; Nvsb/g and locates in N" that satisfies
Qg.v; s/ > 0;Qb.v; s/ > 0. This forms a contradiction. Hence, . Nvs; s/ 2 cl.H/.

(c) Take any . Ov; s/ 2 cl.H/ such that D.1;1/Q. Ov; s/ D 0. Then Ov � Nvs andQb. Ov; s/ D
Qg. Ov; s/ D 0. By the definition of Es, we know Ov 2 Es, and hence, Ov � Nvs. So
we must have Ov D Nvs.

Lemma 3.5. For any v 2 V with vg � R. Nks/C pgvb

pb
, k.v; s/ D Nks.

Proof. Take any v 2 V with vg � R. Nks/C pgvb

pb
. Then vg � vb � R. Nks/C �vb

pb
. By

[PKb] at .v; s/,

ıŒpb.wbg.v; s/ � wbb.v; s//C wbb.v; s/� � vb
H) wbg.v; s/ � wbb.v; s/ �

vb

ıpb

H) R. Nks/C ı�.wbg � wbb/ � R. Nks/C
�vb

pb
� vg � vb

The second line is because wbb.v; s/ � 0. The last line implies it’s always feasible
to invest efficiently, ie . Nks; mi.v; s/;wi.v; s// 2 � .v; s/. Hence, k.v; s/ D Nks.

Lemma 3.6. For any vb � 0, there exists hs.vb/ > vb such that vg � hs.vb/ implies
k.v; s/ D Nks, and vb � vg < hs.vb/ implies k.v; s/ < Nks. Moreover, hs.vb/ is
increasing and satisfies hs.0/ D R. Nks/; hs. Nvsb/ � Nvsg ;

Proof. Take any vb > 0. If vg is sufficiently close to vb, then investment k.v; s/ will
be sufficiently close to zero by [IC*]. If vg is sufficiently large, by Lemma 3.5, we
know k.v; s/ D Nks. Hence, for a certain value of vb we can define

[3.17] hs.vb/ D minfv 2 V W vg � vb; k.v; s/ D Nksg

Since k.v; s/ is increasing in vg by Theorem 1 (f), we know that k.v; s/ D Nks when
vg � hs.vb/.

Consider .v; s/ D ..0; R. Nks//; s/. Since the only feasible wb at .v; s/ is 0 and
vg D R. Nks/, we know k.v; s/ D Nks. Since k. Nvs; s/ D Nks, we know hs. Nvb/ � Nvsg .
Now we show hs.vb/ is increasing. Take any vb; v0b with v0

b
> vb � 0. Suppose
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hs.v
0
b
/ < hs.vb/. Then there exists " > 0 such that hs.v0b/ < hs.vb/ � ". By the

definition of hs.�/,

kŒ.v0b; hs.v
0
b//; s� D

Nks > kŒ.vb; hs.vb/ � "/; s� � kŒ.v
0
b; hs.vb/ � "/; s�

The last line is because k.v; s/ is decreasing in vb by Theorem 1 (f). Then we must
have hs.v0b/ > hs.vb/�". Otherwise, kŒ.v0b; hs.v0b//; s� � kŒ.v0b; hs.vb/�"/; s� because
k.v; s/ is increasing in vg . This is a contradiction. Hence, hs.v0b/ � hs.vb/

Lemma 3.7. For any .v; s/ 2 H such that vg � hs.vb/,Qb.v; s/ D QbŒ.vb; hs.vb/; s�

and Qg.v; s/ D Qg Œ.0; vg/; s�.

Proof. Denote v0 D .vb; hs.vb//. Since vg � hs.vb/ � hs.0/ by the monotonicity of
hs.�/, we know ˛.v; s/ D ˛.v0; s/ D ˛Œ.0; vg/; s� D 0. Lemma C.2 of the Appendix
implies wb.v0; s/ D wb.v; s/, which implies the left hand side of [3.13] is the same
at state .v; s/ or .v0; s/. Hence [3.13] implies Qb.v; s/ D Qb.v0; s/.

Similarly, Lemma C.2 of the Appendix implies wg.v; s/ D wg Œ.0; vg/; s�. So
the left hand side of [3.10] is the same at state .v; s/ or

�
.0; vg/; s

�
. Hence [3.10]

implies Qg.v; s/ D Qg Œ.0; vg/; s�.

Lemma 3.8. Fix s 2 S . Then, QbŒ.vb; hs.vb//; s� strictly decreases in vb on the set
Œ0; ı EbŒ Nvb�/.

Proof. Take any vb < Ovb � ı EbŒ Nvb�. And let v D .vb; hs.vb// and Ov D . Ovb; hs. Ovb//.
By the definition of hs.�/, ˛.v; s/ D ˛. Ov; s/ D 0. Then from Lemma C.2 of the
Appendix, we know that wb.v; s/, wb. Ov; s/ are solutions to problem [P3] of the Ap-
pendix at .vb; b/, . Ovb; b/ respectively. In addition, by [3.13] we have

.1 � ps/	y.vb; b/ D .1 � ps/D.1;1/QŒwb.v; s/; b� D Qb.v; s/

.1 � ps/	y. Ovb; b/ D .1 � ps/D.1;1/QŒwb. Ov; s/; b� D Qb. Ov; s/

By Lemma C.3 of the Appendix, 	.�; b/ is strictly concave on the set Œ0; ı EbŒ Nvb�/.
Then the above equations imply that Qb. Ov; s/ < Qb.v; s/.

4. Some Pathwise Properties of Markov Chains

In this section, we collect some miscellaneous facts about paths of Markov chains.
Let E be the (countable) state space for a Markov process with transition probabil-
ities P.x;B/ denoting the probability of transitioning from x to B . Let P denote the
induced probability measure on the path space E1.
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Lemma 4.1. Let .Xn/ be an E-valued Markov process with transitions given by the
kernel P , and suppose x 2 E is recurrent. Then,

P.Xn D x for infinitely many n j X0 D x/ D 1

This is a standard proposition in the theory of Markov chains and has many
proofs (including one via the Ergodic Theorem for Markov chains). An elementary
proof can be found on p 577 of Shiryaev (1995).

Proposition 4.2. The event f.st�1; st/ D .i; j / for infinitely many tg occurs almost
surely for all i; j 2 S . Therefore, the event fst D i for infinitely many tg occurs
almost surely for all i 2 S .

(Here, ‘almost surely’ is with respect to the probabilitymeasure induced on S1

by theMarkov kernel.) Intuitively, the proposition says that bad or good shocks occur
infinitely often with probability one. Moreover, consecutive ‘bad-bad’, ‘bad-good’,
‘good-bad’, and ‘good-good’ shocks also occur infinitely often with probability one.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. Recall that S D fb; ggwith transition probabilitiesP.i; j /
represented by the transition matrix

 b g

b 1 � pb pb

g 1 � pg pg

!
As the statement of the lemma notes, it suffices to prove that pairs of shocks of the
form .i; j / occur infinitely along almost every sample path.

Towards the proof of this claim, it is useful to consider the bivariate Markov
chain with states E D fbb; bg; gb; ggg and transition probabilities Q given by

0BBB@
bb bg gb gg

bb 1 � pb pb 0 0

bg 0 0 1 � pg pg

gb 1 � pb pb 0 0

gg 0 0 1 � pg pg

1CCCA
The transition matrix reflects the fact that one-step transitions have a simple form,
namely

Q
�
.i; j /; .k; `/

�
D 1fj D kgP.k; `/

where 1fj D kg D 1 if j D k and 0 otherwise. Then, the two-step transition prob-
abilities are given by

Q.2/
�
.i; j /; .k; `/

�
D P.j; k/P.k; `/ > 0
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Therefore, all states communicate with each other, which implies that the Markov
chain is indecomposable. But because the state space E is finite, by Theorem 1 (and
the subsequent discussion) on p 580 of Shiryaev (1995), at least one of the states
must be recurrent. The indecomposability of the process then implies that all states
are recurrent. An application of Lemma 4.1 completes the proof.

5. Sequential and Recursive Contracts

5.1. Sequential Contracts

At the initial date, t D 0, the principal offers a long-term insurance contract to the
agent. By entering the contract at t D 0, the Principal fully commits to its terms at
all future dates, while the Agent may leave at any date to an outside option worth
0. (Thus, this is a model of one-sided commitment.) We study the problem of max-
imising firm welfare, which is the sum of the Principal’s and Agent’s utilities. At
time t D 0, the Principal promises the Agent, whose initial productivity shock is s,
vs lifetime utiles, for each s 2 S . This is the vector v 2 V of contingent promised
utilities.

A sequential contract specifies investment and payments to the agent condi-
tional on histories of previous allocations and productivity shock reports form the
agent.

By the Revelation Principle, it is without loss to consider direct revelation
mechanisms, whereby the Principal chooses investment and payments conditional
on reports of productivity shocks. Let Gdenote the space of private histories, which
are sequences of realized productivity shocks of the form g D .s0; s1; : : : / 2 S

1.
Similarly, H is the space of public histories, which are sequences of reported en-
dowment types h D .Os0; Os1; : : : / 2 S

1. (A public history should also specify the
investment and payments made by the Principal. We omit these terms in the interests
of space, and also because the Principal can commit to a contract, which means that
contingent on a public history, his actions can be completely determined.)

Let Gt and H t denote the spaces of length-t private and public histories, re-
spectively. A (pure) reporting strategy for the Agent, denoted by � WD .�t/

1

tD0 is
a sequence of functions �t W Gt �H t�1 ! S , which map past realized shocks, the
current realized shock, and past reports into a current reported shock type. The truth-
ful strategy �� is defined by ��t

�
.g.t�1/; st/; h

.t�1/
�
D st for all g.t�1/ 2 Gt�1 and

h.t�1/ 2 H t�1. That is, it specifies truthfully reporting the current shock regardless
of the history of true and reported shocks.3 We say that a strategy � is admissible if

(3) In our Markovian environment, this is no more restrictive than requiring that the agent report
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�
�
�t
�
.g.t�1/; st/; h

.t�1/
��
D �.Ost/ � � .st/ for all g.t�1/ 2 Gt�1 and h.t�1/ 2 H t�1.

That is, a strategy is admissible if the agent never over-reports the current endow-
ment shock. The set of admissible strategies is denoted ˙ . Under our assumption
that the Agent cannot surreptitiously borrow (ie, No Hidden Borrowing), the agent
only has access to � 2 ˙ .

Formally, a sequential contract � is a set of functions � D .kt ; mt/ where
kt W V �H

t�1 ! RC and mt W V �H t ! R. In other words, the investment kt in
period t depends on the entire history of reported shocks until date t � 1, while the
payment mt at time t also depends on the shock reported at date t . Let Adenote the
space of sequential contracts.

Every sequential contract � and reporting strategy � induce a stochastic pro-
cess

�
st ; Ost ; .kt ; mt/

�1
tD0

over tuples of true types, reported types, investment, and
payments. Fixing the contract �, the reporting strategy � induces the probability
measure P� 2 �.S1 � S1 �RC �R/ over paths of .st ; Ost ; .kt ; mt//. The associ-
ated expectation operator by E� Œ��. Thus, the Agent’s utility from a sequential con-
tract � given an admissible reporting strategy � is OU W A� ˙ � S ! U[ f�1g

defined by

OU .�; �; �/ WD E�

"
1X
tD0

ıt
�
R.kt/ �mt

� ˇ̌
s0 � �

#
where the initial distribution of s is �. When the Agent follows the strategy � and
the Principal (with prior belief � 2 �.S/), the value of the firm from a sequential
contract � is

W.�; �; �/ WD E�s0��

"
1X
tD0

ıtR.kt/

#
A sequential contract � implements v 2 V if

vs D OU.�; �
�; s/[S-PKs]

mt.v; s.t�1/; st/ � �.st/R.kt/[S-LLs]

hold for all s; st 2 S and t � 0, and if

OU.�; ��; s/ � OU.�; �; s/ 8 � 2 ˙[S-IC]

The constraints [S-PKs] and [S-LLs] are the familiar promise keeping and limited liab-
ility constraints. Promise keeping ensures the Principal actually delivers the prom-
ised level of contingent lifetime utility to the Agent, while [S-LLs] ensures limited
liability holds after every public history. The incentive constraint [S-IC] ensures that
truth-telling after every history is a globally optimal strategy for the Agent.

truthfully conditional on having done so in the past. See, eg, Pavan, Segal and Toikka (2014)
for a discussion of this point.
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Let Z.v/ denote the set of sequential contracts that implement v. The Prin-
cipal’s goal is to maximise firm value while still delivering promised utility to the
agent. Her value function then becomes

Q�.v; �/ WD sup
�2Z.v/

W.�; ��; �/[SP]

This is the Principal’s sequence problem. A sequential contract � is sequentially
optimal if it achieves the supremum in [SP].

In the text, we have studied the recursive version of the Principal’s problem, in
[VF], which has the value function Q. We now discuss the relation between Q and
Q�.

Recall that a recursive contract is a tuple .k;mi ;wi/iDb;g where .k;mi ;wi/ W

V � S ! RC � R � V for i D b; g. It is easy to see that every recursive con-
tract induces a unique sequential contract via the induced (sequential) investments
and payments. Conversely, every ‘stationary’ sequential contract induces a unique
recursive contract.4

This would seem to suggest that optimising over sequential and recursive con-
tracts leads to the same outcome. To ensure that this is indeed the case, we must
restrict attention to recursive contracts that actually deliver promises. To see this,
consider a sequential contract �. The Agent’s payoff is precisely

E�

"
1X
tD�0

ıt
�
R.kt/ �mt

� ˇ̌
s0 � �

#
By [S-LLs], R.kt/ � mt , so that this is the sum of nonnegative terms, and therefore
converges if, and only if, [S-PKs] holds. However, it could be that the contingent
continuation utilities in a recursive contract grow sufficiently quickly that it violates

lim
t!inf

inf
s12S1

ıtv.t/.s1/ D 0[TVC]

In such a case, the Principal is essentially playing a Ponzi scheme by promising
increasingly larger payoffs in the future. Thus, a failure of [TVC] means that the re-
cursive contract may fail to deliver promises. Moreover, even if the recursive contract
delivers promises, it may not satisfy the sequential incentive compatibility constraint
[S-IC], because [IC] only deters one-shot deviations, and if continuation utility viol-
ates [TVC], it is possible that truth-telling is no longer the globally optimal strategy.

(4) The Agent’s expected continuation utility, conditional onH t�1 and st is v.t/s , for s 2 S . Consider
the equivalence class of all histories that deliver the same vector v after historyH t�1. It is easy to
see that the Principal may restrict attention to sequential contracts that are constant across cells
of this equivalence class. Furthermore, she may also restrict attention to contracts that only
depend onH t�1 to the extent of st�1, because of the assumption of Markovian types. These are
precisely the class of stationary sequential contracts.
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However, if the promised utilities in the recursive contract are bounded, as is
always the case in our optimal contract, these problems clearly don’t arise, because
[TVC] is always satisfied, and so the recursive and sequential formulations are equi-
valent. In addition, as was noted in the text, both Q� and Q are bounded below by
0 and bounded above by NQ, where NQ is uniformly bounded above. Thus, because
both Q� and Q satisfy the Bellman equation [VF], they must coincide and generate
the same policy functions. And because the recursive problem has an optimal policy
that satisfies [TVC], it follows that the sequential problem [SP] also has a solution.
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